
JILLIAN WERNER
S O F T W A R E  E N G I N E E R

SUMMARY

Software engineer with 2+ years'
experience in web development and
building sites for multiple clients. 
Background in writing, PR, and other
communications-focused roles within the
tech industry.

SKILLS

HTML5, Bootstrap, CSS3 / SCSS
JavaScript / ES6 / DOM
Ruby, Rails
BackboneJS
Webpack, Gulp
Git / GitHub / GitLab
Photoshop / GIMP, Figma
Shopify, WordPress
Mobile-First Development

CONTACT DETAILS

Indianapolis, IN, United States
Email: jillianlwerner@gmail.com
Portfolio: jillianwerner.com
GitHub: github.com/jwern
LinkedIn: @jillianlwerner

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

DePauw University

English Writing, Art History

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Contributing Writer

- Wrote reviews, guides, walkthroughs, interviews, and features for mobile and PC
games; mastered new games on tight turnarounds while taking meticulous notes;
learned a variety of custom and managed CMS tools to upload and edit content

GAMEZEBO, POCKET GAMER - REMOTE |  SEPT 2012 -  DEC 2017

Account Executive

- Provided research and writing support for ten teammates across a dozen clients,
prepared and maintained in-depth press lists, coverage trackers, and media
suggestions in multiple PR tools and systems; left to pursue programming full-time

CONSORT PARTNERS - REMOTE |  APRIL 2018 -  DEC 2018

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Stardew Valley Wiki - Ruby on Rails
Fishtopia - Ruby
Harvest Moon Crop App - JavaScript
Orléans Score Calculator - JavaScript

Web Developer

- Collaborated with the founder as the sole developer to build five marketing sites
from inception through launch to implement pixel-perfect mockups and flexibly
iterate on clients' requests for design or direction adjustments 

- Built pages and components with a combination of HTML / Bootstrap / SCSS and
reusable WordPress or Shopify templates to ensure functionality and usability

- Conducted regular, manual QA checks and fixes of newly built and existing sites,
addressing everything from minor UI adjustments to section redesign requests

PROPER NICE DIGITAL -  REMOTE |  MARCH 2020 -  JAN 2021

Front-end Developer

- Build and maintain custom, full-service Shopify sites for 30+ clients and codebases,
in a combination of Liquid / HTML, JavaScript / jQuery, BackboneJS, some React / Vue

- Lead development on new site builds to match designs and meet client needs and
timelines, creating landing pages, modules, and reusable components with a focus on
extensibility and client interaction 

- Debug, troubleshoot, and implement fixes for issues on existing sites; integrate
third-party apps and APIs with functionality and styling adjustments

- Write documentation targeted at different groups, from technical walkthroughs for
development team members to step-by-step overviews of modules for client use

ONE ROCKWELL -  REMOTE |  OCT 2021 -  PRESENT
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